
Our company is hiring for an information analyst. To join our growing team, please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for information analyst

Experience of various data security and compliance standards, including ISO
27001, PCI DSS, DPA, EU 95/46, SOX, and its implementation across
European countries and Privacy Shield scheme
Wide ranging knowledge of Information Security and IT Security frameworks,
standards and application of best practice
Assist with investigating intrusion detection events by monitoring, analyzing
and reporting on all network and application communication specific
protocols for unwanted manipulation to systems, malicious network traffic,
network attacks against vulnerable services, data driven attacks on
applications, host based attacks or unauthorized access to sensitive data
Assist with implementing security operations management of operating
systems, security applications and network infrastructure components to
provide security configurations, controls for user account access, monitoring
of services, centralized logging, network connectivity, job scheduling
execution and routine maintenance through the use of administrative tools
and methodologies
Assist with incident handling by detecting, analyzing and performing
remediation on attacks that deny the use of authorized applications,
networks or systems, malicious entities that infect single or multiple hosts,
unauthorized access without permission to application, data, networks,
systems or other resources, inappropriate usage that violates acceptable use
policies or multiple components by assisting constituents that consist of
enterprise legal staff, and/or Compliance
Demonstrate security knowledge and experience on technologies and
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vulnerability assessments, intrusion management and operations
management to assist the Security team with effective research, data
gathering, analysis, metrics reporting and communications
Design, implement and manage security tools and systems (IDS, IPS, VPN,
WAF, DLP, Anti-Virus, Content Filtering, Anti-Malware, honeypots, SEIM,
Vulnerability Scanners, Web Proxies, Forensic toolkits, MFA, key
management) in a heterogeneous computing environment that spans multiple
physical and virtual data centers
Serve as a technical expert for enterprise security operations
Manage and interact with SOC\SIEM vendor
Ensure all logs are correctly processed

Qualifications for information analyst

Solid understanding of IPv6
Ability to formulate, organize, and present ideas in an effective manner
Self -motivated with demonstrated ability to work highly independently,
requiring little direct supervision
Knowledge of Layer2, Wireless, Switching and Routing Protocols
Experience with securing virtualized environments, enterprise security
appliances, SIEMs, and logging environments such as Splunk
Proficiency using Bro (open- source network analysis framework)


